Interaction in the perceptual processing of interaural time and level differences.
Phillips and Hall [Psychophysical evidence for adaptation of central auditory processors for interaural differences in time and level, Hear. Res., 202 (2005) 188-199.] recently described the frequency-specific, selective adaptation of perceptual channels for interaural differences in level (ILD) and time (ITD). Psychometric functions for laterality based on ITD or ILD were obtained before and after exposure to adaptor tones of two frequencies presented alternately and highly lateralized to opposite sides. Following adaptation, points of perceived centrality (PPCs) were displaced towards the sides of the adaptor tones, and in opposite directions for the two frequencies. That is, laterality judgements showed a shift away from the adapted side, particularly for test cue values near the middle of the range. These data were congruent with a two-channel, opponent-process model of sound laterality coding. The present study used the same general paradigm to explore the independence of perceptual ITD and ILD processing. Psychometric functions for laterality based on ITD or ILD were obtained for each of two frequencies concurrently, before and after exposure to adaptor tones lateralized using the complementary cue. Once again, PPCs derived from the psychometric functions were displaced towards the sides of the adaptor tones, consistent with an opponent-process account of sound laterality coding. The size of the adaptation effect was at least as great as that described in the earlier study. Thus, a quarter cycle ITD adapting stimulus effected a 3 dB shift in the mean ILD-based PPC, and a 12 dB ILD adapting stimulus effected a 100 micros shift in the mean ITD-based PPC. These data offer new evidence concerning interaction in the processing of ITDs and ILDs.